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systems designed for the trailer hitch. “Motorists wishing to arrive safely at their destination, however, need to take a few things into account,” says DEKRA accident analyst
Thomas Gut.
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Highway: Drive in a slightly offset position In a line of traffic
Safe driving on the highway

Avoid unnecessary speed and lane changes
All too often the long-awaited summer vacation starts with a strenuous stretch on the
highway and extremely long traffic jams. What can the motorist do to keep stress and the
number of involuntary stops in gridlock to an absolute minimum? DEKRA accident expert
Stefanie Ritter has a few recommendations up her sleeve on the subject.


If at all possible, avoid traveling on peak vacation days, find out about alternative
routes that avoid the common traffic jam hotspots and acquaint yourself with the
operation of your satnav. Before starting off, check the current traffic situation and
tune into the traffic news.



Plan for lengthy periods stuck in traffic jams by taking sufficient food and drink with
you as well as things to occupy the children to stop them getting restless on the
back seat.



Don’t be distracted by the high traffic volume, drive proactively, maintain sufficient
distance and don’t needlessly change speed or lane. The risk of traffic congestion
is at its lowest when everybody is traveling at the same speed. Exploiting gaps in
the traffic doesn’t usually bring very much, other than more risk.



In heavy traffic keep an eye on following traffic and pay attention to traffic jam
warnings displayed on the overhead sign gantries. Ritter also suggests that if you
approach a traffic jam, alert the traffic behind you by switching on your warning
lights so as to reduce the risk of accident.



In a line of traffic, it is safer to drive in a slightly offset position. This staggered
approach gives the driver a better overview of the traffic situation and allows him
or her to react more swiftly if the vehicle in front engages its brake lights. At roadworks caution is required; here, too, the driver can reduce risk by staggered driving
and not overtaking.



Don’t forget: If traffic is proceeding at walking pace or comes to a halt, it is mandatory to create an emergency lane to allow police and rescue services through.
This is to be formed between the outer left-hand lane and the lane directly to its
right.
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Bike carrier: Store accessories in the car
Bicycle transport by car

Slower speed, longer braking distances
Anybody transporting bicycles by car, is spoilt for choice. There is a myriad of, in some
instances highly affordable, carrier systems for lightweight bikes that can be attached to
the roof or rear lid. However, since the advent of e-bikes the trend has moved towards
systems designed for the trailer hitch. Advantages here are the lower loading height and
better air resistance, because the center of gravity of the vehicle remains lower and has
less impact on drivability.
“Motorists wishing to arrive safely at their destination, however, need to take a few things
into account,” says DEKRA accident analyst Thomas Gut. “It is essential that the carrier
system matches the vehicle and weight of the cycles. In this respect the permissible cargo
limits of both carrier system and vehicle must be observed. The supporting load of the
trailer hitch is usually between 50 and 100 kilograms.” If in doubt, consult the operating
instructions. Gut recommends going for quality when buying a carrier (look out for the GS
symbol).
It is also important to mount the carrier carefully to the vehicle and to tighten all of the
mounting screws. “A bike falling off the rack can have unforeseen consequences for other
road users,” warns the expert. Accessory parts such as drinking bottles, pump and the
contents of baskets, and for e-bikes the battery pack, are best stored in the vehicle itself
during the journey. The clamps for mounting the cycle frame and the wheels must be
carefully located. Elastic straps help to reduce the vibrations on the carrier. It is advisable
to mount the heaviest bike first followed by the lighter ones. This reduces the tail sitter
effect.
Once the vehicle is ready, all the driver needs to do is adapt his or her driving to the
altered load. The higher weight results in lower acceleration and longer braking distances.
A roof load shifts the center of gravity upwards and accentuates the lateral tilt in bends
as well as presenting more surface area for crosswinds. Rear-fitted systems tend to reduce the load on the front axle, which can significantly impair steering. The carrier manufacturers give guidelines on top speeds which usually range between 100 and 130 km/h.
For more information go to: https://www.dekra.de/de/tipps-fuer-auto-gepaecktraeger/
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Reserve canister: Don’t fill to the brim

Reserve fuel canister

Don’t forget to think of your own safety
Fuel prices continue to soar. For people living on national borders, it can be worthwhile
to fill up across the border and in so doing considerably more cheaply than at a local gas
station. DEKRA experts remind readers that anybody also intending to fill up a reserve
canister at the same time, must, nevertheless, not forget to observe the different regulations and instructions.
“People transporting fuel in their vehicle must always also consider the safety of themselves as well as any passengers,” warns DEKRA hazardous goods expert Thomas
Schneider. He recommends not carrying more than ten liters and keeping the canister as
far as possible away from occupants in the trunk. “It is important to secure it well so that
the canister cannot slip during the journey and be damaged by the sharp points or edges
of other cargo.”
It is true that the international hazardous goods regulations allow up to 240 liters of fuel
to be transported by a private individual in reserve canisters capable of carrying a maximum of 60 liters. However, national regulations as well as customs agreements are also
to be observed. In Germany, for example, quantities of 20 liters of fuel must be designated
“forbidden for vehicles with water-polluting cargo.”
The maximum amount of fuel that can be transported in neighboring countries is, as a
rule, between 5 and 25 liters. In Austria, for instance, up to 10 liters of fuel can be transported in a fire-resistant reserve canister. In a non-EU country like Switzerland ten liters
in a portable reserve canister can be imported duty-free if the canister is carried in the car
or motorcycle and the fuel is only to be used for the vehicle in question.
Only suitable containers of good quality are permitted to be employed for transport. They
are to be sealable as well as suitably stable for transport. “Only use canisters manufactured for fuel transport. Pouring fuel into water containers, bottles or similar, generally fail
to comply with the safety requirements.”
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Motorcycling is booming

Test-free switch to the bike

Small motorcycle license for those in a hurry
Corona has seen an upsurge in all types of outdoor activity, and motorcycling has also
profited from this boom. The motorcycle market recorded a hefty plus of almost a third
(31.9 percent) in 2020 and remained at a high level in 2021 as well. It has also received
a boost by a reform affecting new registrations introduced in 2020 and which made it
easier for motorcycle novices to hop onto the saddle of a 125cc motorcycle. The B196
regulation permits motorists to now update their Class B driving license without any additional test and ride motorcycles or scooters with an engine capacity of up to 125cm³ and
an engine output of 11 kilowatts (15hp).
“This regulation applies to motorists who are a minimum of 25 years of age and acquired
their Class B driving license at least five years ago,” explains Thomas Riedel, the head
of the DEKRA driving license center. “They merely have to undergo driving school training
comprising four theoretical and five practical units of 90 minutes duration each. An additional test is not required.”
After completing the training, the driving school issues a certification of participation. This
is then taken to the licensing authorities, which issue a new driving license bearing the
code number 196. However, no more than a year can elapse between completion of the
driving school training and the new license. Training costs range between 500 and 1000
euros depending on the region plus around 50 euros in administrative fees for the driving
license.
Nevertheless, this solution does come with a catch. The authorization to ride a 125cc
motorcycle or scooter (also with sidecar) is restricted to Germany. Also, those wishing to
switch to a more powerful bike, receive no special dispensation, should the riders want to
upgrade their driving license to a Class A2. This has done nothing to lessen the popularity
of the small 196 license, however. According to the Federal Motor Transport Authority,
more than 130,000 motorists availed themselves of the introduction of the B 196 regulation in the first two years alone. In addition, the share of newly registered motorcycles
with an engine capacity of up to 125 cubic centimeters almost doubled in 2020 to just
under 67,000.
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Classic cars: Fit for spring
The advent of spring is always associated with more work for the owner of a classic car.
But what needs to be done to revive the old timer from its winter slumber? The experts at
DEKRA Classic Services have put together the most important tips for the spring cleaning
of both old and young timers on https://www.dekra.de/de/fruehlung-fuer-oldtimer/ The
agenda spans connecting and taking care of the battery to testing the fuses, and extends
to the cleaning of spark plugs. Also important is a check of the engine oil level, cooling
circuit and brake fluid. Fuel system, connecting hoses and hose clamps also deserve
some attention. So, if the requisite care is taken, the owner will not only continue to enjoy
his or her classic car but is also protected on the road against unpleasant surprises.
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DEKRA Accident Research: Bio-mechanical know-how certified
The know-how of DEKRA Accident Research in the field of bio-mechanics has now been
certified by independent experts. The AAAM research institute has certified the DEKRA
Accident Researcher Andreas Schäuble as a specialist in the coding of injuries in accordance with the AIS measuring system. There are only four such “certified AIS specialists”
in Europe and two in Germany. The AIS (Abbreviated Injury Scale) considers and classifies the concrete injury pattern of a person involved in an accident by dividing it into discrete injuries. This enables a classification of the injuries according to survival probability
and allows the comparability of different injuries resulting from accident. For example, it
enables investigation of the effectiveness of safety measures on the road, such as new
protection systems in the car, for instance, or safety clothing for motorcyclists.
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